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Name John Smejka 

Nomination Summary 

 
John Smejka was 54 when, on Christmas Day 2011 he suffered a stroke. He was 
immediately left with complete right sided paralysis and his expressive aphasia was 
so bad he could not communicate at all, not by speaking, writing, alphabet boards, 
picture charts, forced alternatives – there was nothing. This was such a change for 
the man, who on Christmas Eve had worked hard at his Civil Engineering job, trying 
to prevent a drought crisis, then visited the gym for his regular workout before 
spending the evening with an old friend.    

John spent just seven weeks in hospital. It was a very difficult time for him. After 
being such a busy, sociable man, he was now reduced to four hours of company 
each day and work, in the form of therapy,  was for such a short time – some days 
there was no therapy. Several times he made it clear that he needed more therapy, 
company or stimulation and each time he was denied it. The Stroke Association 
Family and Carers Support Worker at the hospital was worth her weight in gold to 
John and his family, she was the link between us and the Multi Discipline Team 
meetings and was the only way we really knew what the situation was with John’s 
progress, but even she couldn’t persuade John to stay in hospital.  

Finally John made the decision that he would come home, against the wishes of the 
therapists.  When John was discharged from Speech Therapy just 9 months after his 
stroke it became clear that he would have to retire, he could barely speak a word 
and definitely couldn’t string two words together. This wasn’t enough for John or his 
family and pure luck brought his Fiancée, Paula, to Talk Stroke on the day when City 
University London were looking for stroke survivors with aphasia to take part in 
their research. John has since taken part in numerous research projects at City some 
involving therapy, others which were purely for the researchers to better 
understand aphasia. The relationship with City has led to John taking an active part 
in aphasia open days, helping to teach medical students about aphasia and being a 
vocal supporter of their virtual world for people with aphasia – EVA Park. John 
throws himself into research projects with the same enthusiasm that he had for 
every aspect of his life before his stroke, this means that not only does John really 
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enjoy these experiences but the researchers really enjoy working with him too.    

To say that research is a major focus in John’s Life After Stroke would not be an 
exaggeration, between projects at City University London, John took part in projects 
at Oxford and Birmingham Universities and after hearing Dr Cathy Price speak at 
the UK Stroke Assembly, John volunteered to take part in UCL’s PLORAS project.   
As John lives in the East Midlands, these research projects all include a two to three 
hour trip each way, the journey’s themselves are tiring enough for a man with 
mobility difficulties but he also works hard during each session and often spends 
hours between sessions preparing for the next task. The bigger projects are tiring 
and time consuming, but John treats each journey, each task, each test with 
enthusiasm.     

John’s belief in research being a key to not only improving the prospects of the next 
generation, but also for the lives of stroke survivors across the country led him to 
come to the Stroke Association’s workshop to decide research priorities. John’s 
aphasia remains severe enough that every sentence still needs planning, putting a 
point across is mentally exhausting, time consuming and frustrating yet he 
contributed greatly to this workshop, with views of both what a stroke survivor 
needs to be offered and  why participating in research is so fulfilling. John’s 
enthusiasm for research led to a request from the Stroke Association for John to 
attend the All Party Pressure Group for Stroke at Westminster, where John helped 
to urge Ministers and Lords to provide more funding for Stroke research.   

John’s unwavering dedication to research is not only improving the outlook for 
future stroke survivors, it’s also encouraging existing stroke survivors to get 
involved, through his talking at the aphasia open days and making 
recommendations during the UK Stroke Assembly. But, perhaps more importantly, 
it has been observed by both researchers in the universities and staff within the 
Stroke Association that John’s enthusiasm, dedication and determination to 
overcome his difficulties reminds them why they do their jobs, inspires them to do 
better.    

The time and effort John gives to research does not prevent him from helping stroke 
survivors in Lincolnshire though. John regularly volunteers at The Stroke Association 
Talk & Support sessions at Lincoln County Hospital. He uses his knowledge and 
experience to give new stroke survivors and their families hope that they too can 
have a fulfilling Life After Stroke. It is, sometimes strange to hear John giving advice 
to a stroke survivor whose difficulties are less severe than his own, but his positivity 
and enthusiasm for life shine through the aphasia and even strangers are inspired 
by his attitude to living. John was also part of a small team in Lincolnshire who 
brought Singing and Sound to stroke survivors throughout 2015. Participants in the 
group commented on the warm welcome that John always gave, that nothing was 
too much trouble for him and that he makes great coffee. John set a fantastic 
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example to other stroke survivors as he was in the kitchen making drinks and 
washing up one minute and singing and playing one-handed musical instruments 
the next.   

An example of John’s great courage came in January 2016 when he took a Stroke 
Awareness event to his old office. He’d not visited the office since his stroke, many 
ex-colleagues were perhaps unaware of the extent of John’s aphasia but John spent 
6 hours telling both old and new friends about his stroke whilst the rest of the team 
took over 150 blood pressures. With John’s influence and personal touch, many 
people who knew nothing about stroke are now educated, armed with leaflets and 
actually know their blood pressures!  As a family we are so very proud of all of 
these achievements, so much of John’s present determination and enthusiasm is 
reminiscent of how he was before the stroke that his personality still shines through 
the aphasia for us. But more than that John still plays a massive part in our family.  

On Boxing Day when there are about 25 of us getting together John is still the host 
with the most, he still makes sure everyone has a drink, still engages everyone in 
conversation and still loads the dish washer…. John has lightened the load for the 
rest of the family, when someone you love has a stroke it’s devastating, it’s scary 
and it’s incredibly emotional. But when that stroke survivor always has a smile for 
you, always has a project on the go and always has lots to tell you about his day it is 
so much easier.  John’s smile is something that is easy for everyone to see, but few 
of his research and volunteering acquaintances know what he gets up to at home. 
Before his stroke, John would run the lawn mower around the garden a couple of 
times a month but his busy lifestyle meant that was the extent of his gardening, it 
even took four years for him to get round to building his shed! In 2015 though, John 
decided that he wanted more garden in his garden, he has spent rainy days drawing 
plans and researching planting and ponds and he’s spent fine days working. The 
shed now has power running to it and a window box, there is trellis running along 
the top of the fencing and paving slabs have been lifted in order for bushes and 
climbers to be planted. John has started work on a fountain and is still planning to 
have a pond. All of this he has achieved without any functional use of his right hand 
and with barely any help from anyone.   

John has so many achievements under his belt, I think just getting up in the morning 
is an achievement after stroke but I could write a list from here to the moon of how 
many times John has amazed me with his will power or made me cry with his 
progress. I hope that this nomination does justice to John’s achievements,  he is a 
constant influence to so many people, not just those close to us but to strangers too 
– he is a real example of how it is possible to have a life after stroke, if you go and 
find it. 


